Abstract-This paper presents the role of SeeByte's RECO-VERY system within the wind energy industry, with specific focus on an offshore scenario. The current generation of condition monitoring systems (CMS) in relation to wind energy are generally provided by turbine manufacturers, or have been adapted from other industries. These systems have a propensity to focus explicitly on individual parts of the turbine (e.g. gearbox and bearings), therefore they are limited in monitoring scope and do not benefit from a system-wide view allowing an understanding of cause and effect across all parts of the turbine. This poor overview of the turbine system means that systems available today are seen as being prone to false alarms which lead to incorrect diagnosis (e.g. incorrect recognition of a sensor failure or of the cause of a vibration) and unnecessary intervention, the 'cry wolf' syndrome, where ultimately important warnings are ignored. In addition, this approach could lead to costly incorrect diagnoses.
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To fully realise the potential of condition monitoring and its impact on decision making/maintenance scheduling, RECOVERY, as a holistic condition monitoring system, is able to monitor the entire wind turbine in an integrated manner. This proposed holistic system takes a broad view of events and sensor values across the complete turbine system and subsystems (also across a complete farm) to improve diagnostic correctness and reduce no-fault-found situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent news have shown that the demand for offshore wind energy has increased considerably in the last few years. The UK Government expects offshore wind energy to be a major contributor to its target to generate 15% of UK electricity from renewable sources by 2020. The UK's renewable resources are substantially concentrated in Scotland, so the Scottish has set an higher target, for 50% Scotland's electricity to come from renewable sources by 2020.
The UK's offshore wind resource is vast, with the potential to provide more than the UK's current demand for electricity. This makes offshore wind a very useful energy source, readily capable of supplying a significant part of our total electricity needs and reducing emissions of greenhouse gases. Offshore wind speeds are higher than those onshore (typically up to 0.5m/s higher 10km offshore) and also less turbulent.
Due to the higher costs of installing each turbine offshore it is expected that, in general, the machines will be larger than their onshore counterparts (2MW and above). This is driven by economics, with larger machines more cost effective per unit of electricity generated. The larger turbines also experience higher winds, because taller towers put rotors in stronger winds. In addition, onshore constraints such as planning, noise effects and visual impact are expected to be reduced offshore.
However, increasing the size of the turbines (and their load) leads to an increased deterioration of the machine, including its internal subsystems, such as the drive-train. Wind turbines consist of complex mechanical and electrical systems with hundreds of moving parts, which should be kept in good working order through appropriate maintenance if energy generation is to be reliable. An offshore wind turbine will not survive for long as a viable operation if it is allowed to deteriorate because of lack of maintenance. Furthermore, thought maintenance is expensive, it will become more expensive to replace the failing equipment early in its life if maintenance is neglected.
Recent studies for developing operation and maintenance (O&M) strategies for offshore wind farms show that the costs for maintenance are too high, about 25% to 30% of the energy generation costs and that a considerable percentage is caused by unexpected failures leading to corrective maintenance. These figures emphasize the need for an adequate O&M program that makes use of good diagnostics and condition monitoring techniques. By doing so the number of inspection visits and corrective maintenance actions can possibly be lowered including the related costs and downtime. This paper presents the RECOVERY system, which provides a framework that enhances reliability, independence of operation, and awareness of the health condition of the machine. This system is currently implemented in the Condition Monitoring (CM) project, funded by the Energy Technologies Institute (ETI).
This paper is structured as follows: Section II reviews the methodologies considered in the different current techniques for fault detection and diagnosis. Section III presents an overview of the knowledge representation techniques, including the main features behind this approach to gather monitoring and diagnostic information. Section IV introduces the RECOVERY framework, highlighting the key aspects of the system in order to achieve prognostics capabilities in the scenario of offshore wind energy generation. Section V presents the Condition Monitoring (CM) project, as the main scenario for offshore wind energy generation, and shows the benefits of the proposed framework in a real scenario. This paper ends in Section VI with the conclusions and proposed future work.
II. CURRENT TECHNIQUES OF FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS
Condition monitoring techniques have been used successfully already for a long time in many branches of industry. Recently several different systems became commercially available for application in wind turbines, such as vibration based systems and oil monitoring systems for bearings and gearboxes. These systems have proven to operate well under the harsh conditions in which a wind turbine is operated. However, these condition monitoring systems (CMS) are limited in scope of application and in real prognosis capability, because they focus explicitly on certain parts of the turbine (e.g. bearings), and do not benefit from a system wide view. This section reviews the main methodologies that serve as foundations for these current techniques and shows why these systems are not able to provide a cause and effect analysis across all components of the turbine. This failure can lead these CMS to fail to predict problems early before major expensive damage occurs.
In the field of diagnostics, the gathering and processing of knowledge in most industrial systems are classified into two main categories (i) model-free and (ii) model-based methods.
Model free methods, such as rule-based, carry out limit checks of sensors for the detection of faults. Rule-based diagnostic is the most intuitive form of diagnostic, where through a set of mathematical rules, observed parameters are assessed for conformance to anticipated system condition. Knowledge gained is thus explicit as rules are either satisfied or not. Rule based reasoning is an easy concept to employ, and simple rules require little development time, provided that expert tacit knowledge (system behavior awareness) can be straightforwardly transformed to explicit knowledge (rules). However, these rules use knowledge gained through the observation of the system outputs rather than a representation of any internal mechanisms. In other words, they represent only the relationship between symptoms and failures, and cannot provide a coherent explanation of the failure. Furthermore, they exhibit a lack of flexibility as only faults that have been explicitly described can be diagnosed. The main advantage of a rule based system is that execution time is generally much faster than other methods using more sophisticated models.
Model based diagnosis systems rely on the development of a model constructed from detailed in-depth knowledge (preferably from first principles) of the system. There is a wide range of models available for diagnosis, including mathematical, functional and abstract [1] . The fault detection and diagnostic (FDD) community has tackled the diagnostic task by comparing simulated results to real results, and detects abnormalities accordingly based mainly in analytical redundancy. The main advantage of this approach is that it can be adapted easily to changes in the system environment by changing inputs to the model being simulated. However, the numerical models are based on the behavior of the system, with little knowledge of the structure and functionality of the components. Also, there is no mechanism to detect multiple faults and the model based approach requires expensive computation.
Thus both model-free and model-based methods fail to provide a view of the whole system and are liable to fail in providing a diagnosis.
Currently, there is an increased tendency to move away from FDD model-based to structure and data-driven methods, because complex dynamic systems are difficult to model, based on analytical redundancy alone. Uppal and Patton argue that an interesting combination of certain aspects of qualitative and quantitative modeling strategies can be made [2] . They further state that qualitative methods alone should be used, if faults cause qualitative changes in system performance and when qualitative information is sufficient for diagnosis. Qualitative methods are essential if measurements are rough or if the system cannot be described by differential equations with known parameters. The FDD community uses numerical models to describe a physical system. It is a complicated task to model large interconnected systems using analytical numerical model which require expensive computation and are not always able to detect all types of faults.
Recent developments in defining ontologies as a knowledge representation approach for a domain provide significant potential in model design and representation of the system, able to encapsulate the essence of the diagnostic semantic into concepts and to describe the key relationships between the components of the system being diagnosed. An ontological diagnostic model that is able to model the behavior of internal systems is also capable of relating the diagnostic information across the whole system, therefore inferring that a possible misalignment of the high speed shaft could be caused by a failure in the pitch control system of the blades.
To model the behavior of all components and subsystems projecting from sensor data to possible model outputs, the ontology for the diagnostic domain is recommended to be designed and built based on ontology design patterns [3] . Ontology patterns facilitate the construction of the ontology, promotes the main goal of re-using, and guarantees the consistency of the ontology if it is applied in a different domain.
Based on the above review, a CMS will benefit from having a knowledge representation of the wind turbine, that enables a system-wide view allowing an understanding of cause and effect across all parts of the turbine. Following this approach, the RECOVERY system has been developed to search through the knowledge space of the system, to guide the fault detection process and better automate knowledge discovery to improve diagnostics. In this work, the representation of the diagnostic concepts is based on a system observation design pattern, which is shown in figure 1 .
The observation design pattern considers the importance of having a knowledge representation to gather health information across the whole system, the following section aims to review the basics of knowledge representation techniques and current methodologies.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Knowledge representation is an area of Artificial Intelligence that addresses the problem of capturing in a formal language, the full range of knowledge required for intelligent behavior [4] . The main function of any representation scheme is to capture the essential features of a problem domain and make that information accessible to a problem-solving procedure.
Among different formal languages, the term ontology has been employed as a form of knowledge representation of concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts. From a practical point, ontologies are viewed as the working model of entities and interactions either (a) generically or (b) in some particular domain of knowledge or practice, such as predictive maintenance or offshore operations. The following definition is given in [5] :
An ontology may take a variety of forms, but necessarily it will include a vocabulary of terms, and some specification of their meaning. This includes definitions and an indication of how concepts are inter-related which collectively impose a structure on the domain and constrain the possible interpretations of terms.
Furthermore, Gruber defines an ontology as 'the specification of conceptualizations', used to help programs and humans share knowledge [6] . The combination of these two terms embraces the knowledge about the world in terms of entities (things, the relationships they hold and the constraints between them), with its representation in a concrete form. One step in this specification is the encoding of the conceptualization in a knowledge representation language. The goal is to create an agreed-upon vocabulary and semantic structure for exchanging information about that domain.
The main components of an ontology are concepts, relations, instances and axioms.
• A concept represents a set or class of entities or things within a domain. A fault is an example of a concept within the domain of diagnostic. • Instances are the 'things' represented by a concept, such as a FaultySensor is an instance of the concept Fault.
Strictly speaking, an ontology should not contain any instances, because it is supposed to be a conceptualisation of the domain. The combination of an ontology with associated instances is what is known as a knowledge base.
• Relationships describing the interactions between individuals. For example, the property isComponentOf might link the individual SensorX to the individual PlatformY.
Following the definition and characterization of ontologies, one of the main objectives for an ontology is that it should be re-usable [5] . This ambition distinguishes an ontology from a database schema, even though both are conceptualizations. For example a database schema is intended to satisfy only one application, but an ontology could be re-used in many applications. However, an ontology is only re-usable when it is to be used for the same purpose for which it was developed. Not all ontologies have the same intended purpose and may have parts that are re-usable and other parts that are not. They will also vary in their coverage and level of detail.
Furthermore, one of the benefits of the ontology approach is the extended querying that it provides, even across heterogeneous data systems. The meta-knowledge within an ontology can assist an intelligent search engine with processing your query. Part of this intelligent processing is due to the capability of reasoning that makes possible the publication of machine understandable meta-data, opening opportunities for automated information processing and analysis. For instance a diagnostic system, using an ontology of the system, could automatically suggest the location of a fault in relation to the symptoms and alarms in the system. The system may not even have a specific sensor in that location, and the fault may not even be categorized in a fault tree. The reasoning interactions with the ontology are provided by the reasoner, which is an application that enables the domain's logic to be specified with respect to the context model and executed to the corresponding knowledge, i.e. the instances of the model (see Fig. 2) . A detailed description of how the reasoner works is outside of the scope of this paper.
IV. RECOVERY, AS GENERIC DIAGNOSTIC FRAMEWORK
RECOVERY defines a complete concept for Intelligent Diagnostics, including model-base Remote Condition Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance. Essentially, the RECOVERY solution is able to predict when critical equipment will fail and manages the required workflow to continuously improve asset availability and reliability.
The diagnosis approach fuses available sensor data, design knowledge and previous failure histories to detect and diagnose in real-time the cause(s) of component and sub-system failures in automated systems. Uniquely, it can detect and diagnose unexpected failures without dedicated sensors and can detect failures before they happen (so called incipient detection). The technology can be used to implement condition based maintenance schedules, where components and systems are changed only when necessary, rather than according to a fixed schedule [7] .
Key innovations of RECOVERY provide the means to deal with absent, noisy or unreliable sensors, and to perform correct diagnoses. To achieve this, an integrated, heterogeneous diagnosis architecture fusing conclusions from several diagnostic systems and their associated diagnostic information is used. In addition to conventional sensor based detection/diagnosis, models of expected behaviors and dynamics are employed, alongside design information (e.g. circuit diagrams), and experiences of previous failure conditions. Novel methods for search space reduction are utilized to make the system useful in practice. For time-critical applications, approximate conclusions will be available very quickly, with more refined/detailed diagnoses following afterwards. Finally, and most importantly, the system can detect and diagnose incipient failures as they start to develop, providing necessary warnings for change-out.
A. Behind the Intelligent Diagnosis
The intelligent diagnosis presented by RECOVERY is based on a modular architecture (see Fig. 3 ) that is able to fuse available sensor data, design knowledge and previous failure histories to monitor, detect and diagnose in real-time the cause(s) of component and sub-system failures in remote systems. This architecture promotes the flow of information from the input stage of sensor data and design knowledge through the processing stage of fault detection and diagnosis, to reach the output stage of enhanced final diagnosis.
At the core of the architecture, three main components are responsible for the processing of the input data: knowledge base, monitoring watchers, and diagnostic agents. These components are described in more detail in sections IV-B , IV-C, and IV-D.
The modular diagnosis architecture also eases the integration of existing and legacy diagnostic tools into RECOVERY. Therefore, it is able to fuse conclusions from several diagnostic systems and their associated diagnostic information, carrying out a more complete and enhanced diagnoses than conventional systems. This is a key innovation beyond current state-of-the-art systems that delivers improved diagnostic performance. This system-wide view enables cause-and-effect The system may also employ physical and numerical models of expected behaviors and dynamics, alongside design information and experiences of previous failure conditions to augment conventional sensor-based detection and diagnosis methods.
B. Knowledge Base
One of the main component of RECOVERY is the knowledge base, which is a centralized store of all data extracted and inferred from and relating to the target system. In other words, the knowledge base should define and store a representation of the outside world acting on the system and the world of the target system's own condition.
The knowledge base is able to incorporate four different types of information: relational model (also known as ontology), raw data, processed data, and fused data.
The relational model is employed to encapsulate all the knowledge of the system, storing the design and sensor information. This is at the heart of the knowledge base turning, it from a repository of data to actual domain information. In addition to pure sensor information, it also contains knowledge of what this information means and how it relates to the system as a whole.
The raw data is stored in order to be able to carry out due diligence and improve future developments as generally the system will be using the processed data to make decisions.
The processed data provides the system with a better understanding of the world. Processed data can range, for example, from a dense representation of the seabed to a list of detected faults. The processing that can be carried out is in fact unlimited and it is generally dictated by the system's capability. It is also upgradeable as the operators and the system learn more through operation in a variety of environments.
Data can be fused at different stages. At the raw level the data from sensors can be fused prior to processing, though the data can also be fused once it has been processed. Data fusion is a powerful tool as redundancies can be exploited to infer a better understanding of the sensed environment.
C. Monitoring Agents: Watchers
RECOVERY performs the fault detection of possible anomalies with the 'watchers', which are software agents in charge of monitoring the system, alarms, and symptoms using live sensor data and design information. RECOVERY uses this knowledge to start detecting a possible deviation in the normal behavior of the system.
D. Diagnostics Modules
Once the watchers have detected a potential anomaly in the system, RECOVERY provides a suite of diagnostic agents that are able to diagnose present faults as well as incipient faults, performing a variety of tasks from trend analysis of discrete events to data mining. Some of the key innovations provided by RECOVERY are implemented in the correlator agent and the incipient module.
The correlator agent is based on temporal events, and the topology analyzer uses physical relationships to provide a diagnosis to identify the least replaceable unit that is the root cause of the system's malfunction. As an output, a ranked list of candidates with associated certainties is provided according to the strength of support from different diagnostic methods. An incipient module takes responsibility for early detection and identification of trends allowing the detection of future faults before they make overall system failure unavoidable. The outcome from this incipient diagnosis supports conditionbased maintenance programs, by allowing components in the target system to be changed just before they fail, thus enjoying the maximum lifetime out of each component and reducing downtime through 'just in time' maintenance and supply practices.
V. THE CONDITION MONITORING PROJECT
The Condition Monitoring project aims to develop and demonstrate a groundbreaking monitoring system, which could reduce the cost of generating electricity from offshore wind farms. The consortium will develop and demonstrate advanced systems to monitor the condition and performance of turbines and predict future maintenance requirements for key components so they can be corrected before expensive damage occurs.
The project started in September 2009 and is planned to complete by the November of 2012, with systems being installed on onshore wind turbines and tested for 18 months with a further year of tests planned for offshore wind turbines, to demonstrate the benefits and savings.
The main objective of the project is to develop accurate models for predicting potential damage and fatigue to turbines. The envisaged system will provide early warnings and identifying the causes of possible component failures before expensive repairs are needed or the turbine fails. It will also aim to identify the causes of fatigue, which should allow early action to be taken to increase reliability.
Based on these objectives, the critical real-world test scenario is the avoidance of primary and secondary damage, which could lead to shut-down, pending replacement parts, vessel availability and weather windows. An example of this scenario is the damage in the gearbox induced by a rotor aerodynamic or mass imbalance. The growing size of new turbines leads to a more flexible structure and therefore bigger vibrational amplitudes. Due to the mechanical nature of the wind turbine, an imbalance in the rotor affects directly all drivetrain components as well as the structural health of the turbine. Causes of a rotor imbalance could be due to mass imbalance arising from inhomogeneous mass distributions, or aerodynamic imbalances arising from errors in the pitch angles or blade damage. In wind turbines with no condition monitoring, imbalances are only detected if the vibrations of the turbine are clearly visible, which is only the case if the turbine rotates with a frequency close to the bending eigenfrequency of the turbine, or if there are already damaged drive train components. If the turbine is equipped with a standard CMS, an increased presence of the rotating frequency and its multiples in the Fourier spectrum can indicate rotor imbalances. In both cases an expert team has to be employed to detect the imbalance location and quantity. In a time consuming process, the team first tries to detect aerodynamic imbalances by using mainly optical methods.
An early detection of an imbalanced rotor will prevent early fatigue and ensure the safe and economic operation of the turbine. The comparison between the different intervention costs due to a primary or secondary damage can be observed in Table I A. System Architecture The proposed CMS will cover all aspects of a turbine including the blades, bearings, gearbox, generator, power electronics and support structures. Therefore, the first objective is the integration of multiple CMS for each subsystem in the turbine, and to produce an unified diagnostic output to the end user. Figure 5 shows how the physical sub-components of the system fit together. Note that the CMS is designed to operate across an entire wind farm, as well as holistically on just a single turbine.
Physically, the CMS involves additional sensors installed in various locations on the turbine subsystems, linked to a computing platform strategically located in the nacelle. The platform also connects to the Turbine Control Unit to make use of existing sensor and diagnostic data, but without affecting the operation of the turbine. Telemetry to the wind farm control room uses existing communication infrastructure, with its associated limited bandwidth. Some aspects of diagnoses therefore are made at the turbine to reduce the quantity of data to be transmitted in real-time. Similarly, in the wind farm control room, an additional computing platform employs individual turbine condition data from all available turbines across the farm, providing useful operating data on site. Normal WAN/IP links this to the remote control centre, where interfaces to existing logistics planning software enable maintenance staff to make use of the data in scheduling their activity. 
B. Overview of the Role of RECOVERY in the Condition Monitoring project
Logically, RECOVERY provides the holistic diagnostic approach that is enabled by the use of a turbine and farmwide relational model describing the connectivity of electrical, mechanical and hydraulic components to the level of the least replaceable unit. Figure 6 depicts the flows of data and information from each individual CMS to the final enhanced diagnostic report.
The relational model in RECOVERY is hierarchically arranged to manage complexity and to reflect the physical system architecture. Data that is gathered and processed from each individual sensors as well as the CMS, is then structured according to the relational model. Using the language of ontology, the information is stored in the knowledge base of RECOVERY, which can be queried by the monitoring watchers or the diagnostic agents to perform the fault diagnosis.
Using the knowledge base as a central repository of all information available in the turbine, FDD takes place using a variety of different methods acting on the relational model with the available sensor data. Examples include modules that examine the topology to seek common denominators for observed effects, a correlator that associates events in time or location, a heuristic module that captures expert rule-based knowledge, existing bespoke diagnostic tools using advanced methods specific to a subsystem (e.g. FFT on bearings), a prognostic module that monitors and analyses trends and more.
Collectively, one of the outputs of RECOVERY is a ranked order list of likely faults and diagnoses, which represents the fused output of all these methods. Such data fusion is the classical approach to reducing the impact and presence of false alarms. Furthermore, RECOVERY provides a turbinewide root cause analysis, that identifies the possible causes of the diagnosed faults. Additionally, an estimated remaining life value for the component affected by the faulty behavior is also provided to complete the diagnosis reporting.
VI. CONCLUSION
Wind turbine technology has a unique technical identity and unique demands in terms of the methods used for design. Profit is based upon economies of scale where market trends are towards ever-larger turbines and blades, which have also resulted in a trend towards more complexity and much lower availability offshore, and therefore higher generating costs. This is clearly not currently an economically viable mechanism for electricity generation, and therefore key technical advances are needed in turbine design, instrumentation, and operating and maintenance strategies.
Currently available CMS, which are generally provided by turbine manufacturers, are limited in scope of application and in real prognosis capability, or have been adapted from other industries. They focus explicitly on certain parts of the turbine (e.g. bearings). The systems are limited in monitoring scope and do not benefit from a system wide view. They do not understand cause and effect across all components of the turbine, nor across the system as a whole. This can lead to incorrect diagnoses, e.g. incorrect recognition of a sensor failure. Further, their outputs are generally reported as only a flag, indicating when a threshold value has been exceeded. They do not offer a prognostic capability that is at the heart of condition based maintenance, identifying problems early before major expensive damage occurs. This paper presents the RECOVERY system, which is able to provide a holistic CMS. It takes a broad view of events and sensor values across the complete turbine system of systems, and also across a complete farm, to improve diagnostic correctness down to the lowest sub-component modelled, reduce no-fault-found situations, and to provide prediction impending faults or reduced capacity. Thus, RECOVERY reduces maintenance costs and numbers of breakdowns, therefore improving availability.
With a broader view of the system than state of the art systems today, RECOVERY is able to minimize false alarms -avoiding unnecessary intervention (and maintenance induced faults) or the cry wolf syndrome where ultimately important warnings are ignored. Furthermore, RECOVERY's capability to fuse data from multiple sources significantly increases the ability to predict failures. This has huge implications for remote systems such as offshore turbines, where the cost of maintenance is dramatically higher than onshore.
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